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We have long had strict and good demands on 
ourselves in terms of environmentally friendly 
materials and surface treatments, and when 
our eyes were opened to the circular economy 
a few years ago, we saw our opportunity to put 
ourselves, and our products, at the forefront.

Design and Consume Sustainably!

Service, support, upgrades and flexible ways to 
rent or own the products are just the innermost 
layers of this uniquely sustainable concept. At 
its absolute core is the flexibility it means for 
the user to be able to turn any room into a full-
fledged meeting room in just an instant.

In order for a product to have as little 
environmental impact as possible, a modular 
design is required so that it can be easily 
upgraded and, if necessary, recycled. FlexWall is 
based on our patented* solution that allows just 
this. 

FlexWall - locally produced modular and circular design.

Presentation Shelves Rack WhiteboardAcoustic

FlexWall is a concept for sustainability that is far, 
far greater than the product and that means a lot 
to your entire property and business.

* Patent EP-SE-21045799
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FlexWall Mobile Presentation

Work at the forefront
With our latest addition to mobile AV furnishing 
solutions, FlexWall Mobile Presentation, you can 
easily upgrade the technology at any time. If there’s 
anything we’ve learned from the last few years, it’s 
that technological development happens very quickly. 

Up to 70”
Stylish and neat, with hidden cords. Room for a 70” 
display (max width 1607mm), or smaller, and a shelf 
for your video bar. Universal bracket for the display 
is included. It is easy to remove the back cover for 

installation of any wireless device, computer or 
whatever technology tomorrow will bring. Supplied in 
a flat package with assembly instructions.

FlexWall Mobile Presentation

Width: 1700mm, Height: 1940mm, Depth: 630mm.

Technical supplements
In order to get a complete function, you may need 
complementary products such as display, video bar 
and connection technology. If you do not have existing 
products, we will be happy to help you with advice.

The dark standard fabric is Kvadrat Basel 181 and the 
light standard fabric is Kvadrat Steelcut Trio 3 0205.

Black / Dark standard fabric 42000
White / Light standard fabric 42001
Custom Shop 42030
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FlexWall Mobile Shelves

Shelves for display and storage
We have created an open, mobile shelf (with three 
shelves included in the starter package) for the plants, 
binders or anything else that is important for your 
unique environment or business. 

Flexible and stable
The shelves are made of powder-coated steel and can 
be placed steplessly in height using vertical tracks on 
the inside of the the aluminum gables. You basically 
decide yourself how much stuff the shelves should 
hold.

The dimensions of the shelves are 1609x303x30mm.

FlexWall Mobile Shelves

Width: 1700mm, Height: 1940mm, Depth: 630mm.

Black 42004
White 42005
Custom Shop 42032
Black extra shelf 42010
White extra shelf 42011
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FlexWall Mobile Rack

Mobile wardrobe
Open wardrobe, clothes rack, garment rack, coat stand 
or FlexWall Mobile Rack. Call it what you will . 

Storage with benefits 
The advantages of an open solution are, of course, 
that it is easy for your guests to get rid of, and then 
find, their outerwear again. In addition, the garmets 
are aired during the visit and more comfortable to 
wear.
Stylish, practical and easy-to-clean model where it is 
easy to see if something has been left behind.

Two shelves and a clothes rail are included as 
standard. You can place the shelves and the bar 
steplessly in height to suit your needs. 

FlexWall Mobile Rack

Width: 1700mm, Height: 1940mm, Depth: 630mm.

Black 42002
White 42003
Custom Shop 42031
Black extra shelf 42010
White extra shelf 42011
Extra clothes rail 42015
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FlexWall Mobile Whiteboard

Better Whiteboards
With double glass-enamel whiteboards of the highest 
quality and with fabric-covered panels underneath, 
the FlexWall Mobile Whiteboard contributes to more 
creativity, better acoustics and greater well-being.
The whiteboards are tested and approved according 
to SS-EN14434 (Whiteboards for educational 
environments - Ergonomics, technology and safety) 
to level 2.
This means that they meet significantly stricter 
requirements than other whiteboards on the market.
For you, this means that they are objectively better 
and more durable than other whiteboards, and that 

can’t be wrong. 

FlexWall Mobile Whiteboard

Width: 1700mm, Height: 1940mm, Depth: 630mm.

The dark standard fabric is Kvadrat Basel 181 and the 
light standard fabric is Kvadrat Steelcut Trio 3 0205.

Black / Dark standard fabric 42006
White / Light standard fabric 42007
Custom Shop 42033
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FlexWall Mobile Acoustic

The acoustics are just as important 
as the lighting

The brain is good at compensating for poor acoustics 
in a room. But the extra work has a cost in the form of 
you getting tired faster.
Remote meeting participants does not have the same 
possibility, and an unclear sound captured with a 
microphone and reproduced through the remote 
participant’s speaker can become unbearable after a 
while.
The easiest and best solution is to correct the 

acoustics from the very beginning, and that is what 
this product does.

FlexWall Mobile Acoustic works according to the 
principle of absorption and is constructed in the same 
way as sound absorbers in professional recording 
studios. It is filled with mineral wool and one side is 
perforated with many small holes. This construction 
allows it to effectively absorb frequencies between 
200-3000 Hz. It is in this range the sound from 
airplanes, vacuum cleaners and most of human speech 
and hearing are found. 

FlexWall Mobile Acoustic

Width: 1700mm, Height: 1940mm, Depth: 630mm.

Black / Dark standard fabric 42018
White / Light standard fabric 42019
Custom Shop 42035

Also as a wall mount

FlexWall Acoustic is the wall-mounted version of 
FlexWall Mobile Acoustic. It is built in the height and 
width that you want. It can also be manufactured 
without holes and will then be more effective at 
capturing and neutralizing duller frequencies such as 
that from factory machinery, traffic noise and engines.

FlexWall Acoustic Custom Shop

Depth: 124mm. Other measurements according to 
agreement.

Black 42036
White 42037

FlexWall Acoustic is available with black or white aluminum 
profiles and can be covered with any fabric. We can also drill 

any board material in a pattern that you have designed yourself.
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FlexWall Presentation

Always in place
FlexWall Presentation is based on the same modular 
platform as FlexWall Mobile Presentation, but is 
instead fixed against a wall. In this model, it is the 
front under the shelf that is removable and it is in 
that space that you hide away all the meeting room 
technology that does not need to be seen.

Smart and practical
Stylish and neat, with hidden cords. Space for up to 
70” display (max width 1607mm) and shelf for video 
bar. Universal bracket for display included. Available 
in several standard variants but can also be built 
completely to your specification in our Custom Shop.

FlexWall Presentation

Bredd: 1700mm, Höjd: 1960mm, Djup: 215mm.

Technical supplements
In order to get a complete function, you may need 
complementary products such as display, video bar 
and connection technology. If you do not have existing 
products, we will be happy to help you with advice.

The dark standard fabric is Kvadrat Basel 181 and the 
light standard fabric is Kvadrat Steelcut Trio 3 0205.

Black / Dark standard fabric 42008
White / Light standard fabric 42009
Black / Light standard fabri 42012
White / Dark standard fabric 42014
Black / Acoustic panel Oak 42015
Black / Acoustic panel Black Oak 42016
Custom Shop 42030

FlexWall Presentation
Custom Shop with greige twill on the front and 
behind the display.

Black / Dark standard fabric White / Light standard fabric

Black / Acoustic panel Black Oak Black / Acoustic panel Oak
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FlexTable

Share your Tabletop
Humanity has a very long experience of cooperation 
over a distance. Our need to communicate and 
collaborate with each other has been the driving force 
behind several technological revolutions.

Having video meetings between different workplaces 
and home has recently become commonplace for 
many employees. Sharing presentations and what you 
have on your computer desktop is easy and simple, but 
sharing your physical tabletop has not been solved in 
a really good way until now with FlexTable.

FlexTable 

Width: 606mm, Height: 585mm, Depth: 90mm. 

Technical supplements
In order to get a complete function, you may need 
complementary products such as display, video bar 
and connection technology. If you do not have existing 
products, we will be happy to help you with advice.

FlexTable 49899

Whether FlexTable is a revolution or a breakthrough, 
we cannot tell, but with web meetings and connected 
tables, organizations can now also share practical 
knowledge all over the world.

Everything from the cutting of cloth for clothing, 
the composition and arrangement of dishes and 
the artisanal production of teacups can be taught, 
documented and standardized in real time in 
international or educational organizations.

Suitable display sizes are up to 49”.
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FlexPanel

is hidden behind the display. Then the cable channel 
hides the opening in the shelf and the cable to your 
video bar.

Protect and hide the technology 
FlexPanel is the perfect complement to installations 
where there already is a display and a camera on the 
wall. It is perfectly adapted to all those occasions 
when the lower edge of the display should be between 
800-1000mm from the floor.
It stands directly on the floor on adjustable feet and 
is secured to the wall with a couple of screws. If you 
want, you can opt out of the feet and attach your 
entire FlexPanel to the wall instead. You are then to 
place it anywhere.
On the top there is a removable and ventilated shelf 
with an opening for cable routing. When you have 

FlexPanel

Width: 1008mm, Height: 780mm, Depth: 124mm. The 
length of the cable duct is 300mm.

Technical supplements
In order to get a complete function, you may need 
complementary products such as display, video bar 
and connection technology. If you do not have existing 
products, we will be happy to help you with advice.

The dark standard fabric is Kvadrat Basel 181 and the 
light standard fabric is Kvadrat Steelcut Trio 3 0205.

Black / Dark standard fabric 42020
White / Light standard fabric 42021
Black / Acoustic panel Light Oak 42022
Black / Acoustic panel Black Oak 42023

removed the shelf, you can open the front. If you 
wish, you can fix the shelf with screws to protect the 
contents from unauthorized access.

Place for video bar
On the shelf you can place a video bar, an MTR 
solution or a PTZ camera. If you do this, turn the cable 
duct so that its front opening faces downwards. You 
can then run the camera’s cables through the channel 
down to your FlexPanel. If you don’t have a camera 
or video bar, or want to mount it above the display, 
instead place the cable duct so that its front opening 
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As all technicians know, it is behind the nice fronts 
that all the technical stuff must be installed and 
organized. 
It’s usually a computer, a switch, a few power 
adapters, a hub, some AV technology and something 
else amazing that surely the future will bring.

Often together with many meters of cable of various 
kinds.
In order for it to be operationally reliable and easy to 
service, it is necessary that the installation space is 
available and that it is smartly designed for everything 
that we want to avoid seeing, but still need. That 
space is inside the FlexPanel.

Black sides and metal details. Front panel with 
acoustic panel with light oak slats.

Black sides and metal details. Front panel covered 
with Kvadrat Basel 181.

White sides and metal details. Front panel covered 
with Kvadrat Steelcut Trio 3 0205.

Black sides and metal details. Front panel with 
acoustic panel with black oak slats.

FlexPanel
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MeetingFrame Basic Custom Shop

Stylish and reliable
MeetingFrame Basic protects the technology in your 
installation. Just the fact that no more cables get 
pulled out and no more small adapters disappears 
makes it more reliable. 

Behind the panel you put a media player, a small PC, 
a thin client and/or a receiver for wireless audio and 
image transmission.
MeetingFrame is therefore perfect both for 
modernizing and beautifying rooms that today have a 
display and ductwork on the wall and for converting 
an ordinary room with a power outlet into a full-

MeetingFrame Basic Custom Shop

Depth: 124mm.
The total width of the product will be approximately 
43 mm wider than the display you want mounted in. 
The height will be approximately 200 mm higher than 
the height of the display. Specify your video bar model 
when ordering.

Technical supplements
In order to get a complete function, you may need 
complementary products such as display, video bar 
and connection technology. If you do not have existing 
products, we will be happy to help you with advice.

The dark standard fabric is Kvadrat Basel 181 and the 
light standard fabric is Kvadrat Steelcut Trio 3 0205.

Black / Dark standard fabric 49150
White / Light standard fabric 49151
Black / Special fabric 49152
White / Special fabric 49153

fledged meeting room.
If you want to, we can fit your camera or video bar 
into the fabric-covered board under the display. But 
since this means that the camera often comes a little 
too low for a normal meeting room, the most common 
solution is to mount the camera on the wall above the 
MeetingFrame Basic.

Specify video bar model and display when ordering.
Suitable display sizes are 43”-85”. Video bar and 
display are not included in the MeetingFrame Basic 
Custom Shop. 
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MeetingFrame Classic Custom Shop

Technology meets interior design
MeetingFrame Classic Custom Shop is both stylish and 
smart and a combination of modern technology and 
traditional craftsmanship.
Behind the panel you put a media player, a small PC, 
a thin client and/or a receiver for wireless audio and 
image transmission.

MeetingFrame is therefore perfect both for 
modernizing and beautifying rooms that today have a 
display and ductwork on the wall and for converting 
an ordinary room with a power outlet into a full-
fledged meeting room.

MeetingFrame Classic Custom Shop

Depth: 124mm.
The total width of the product will be approximately 43 
mm wider than the display you want mounted in. The 
height will be approximately 420 mm higher than the 
height of the display.

If you want to supplement your MeetingFrame Classic 
with Whiteboard modules, see page 15, we will build 
them to fit your MeetingFrame in height. In width, 
they will be the same size as your MeetingFrame, or 
smaller, depending on your requirements.

Technical supplements
In order to get a complete function, you may need 
complementary products such as display, video bar 
and connection technology. If you do not have existing 
products, we will be happy to help you with advice.

The dark standard fabric is Kvadrat Basel 181 and the 
light standard fabric is Kvadrat Steelcut Trio 3 0205.

Black / Dark standard fabric 49154
White / Light standard fabric 49155
Black / Special fabric 49156
White / Special fabric 49157
Whiteboard module Classic
Black / Dark standard fabric 49158
White / Light standard fabric 49159
Black / Special fabric 49160
White / Special fabric 49161

In its standard version, the MeetingFrame Classic 
Custom Shop is available for almost all video bars 
and cameras on the market. We fix these into the 
fabric-covered board above the display. It is a location 
that suits in most professional meeting rooms. Some 
PTZ cameras are not suitable for flush-mounting, but 
they can be placed on the MeetingFrame’s top plate or 
attached to the wall above.

Specify video bar model and display when ordering. 
Video bar and display are not included in the 
MeetingFrame Classic Custom Shop.
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MeetingFrame X-Line Custom Shop

Future-proof and accessible
The MeetingFrame X-Line Custom Shop builds on 
the stylistic heritage of the Classic model but has 
also received a practical hatch in the lower front for 
controlled access.
Behind the panel you put a media player, a small PC, 
a thin client and/or a receiver for wireless audio and 
image transmission.
MeetingFrame is therefore perfect both for 
modernizing and beautifying rooms that today have a 
display and ductwork on the wall and for converting 
an ordinary room with a power outlet into a full-
fledged meeting room.

MeetingFrame X-Line Custom Shop

Depth: 124mm.
The total width of the product will be approximately 43 
mm wider than the display you want mounted in. The 
height will be approximately 420 mm higher than the 
height of the display.

If you want to supplement your MeetingFrame Classic 
with Whiteboard modules, see page 15, we will build 
them to fit your MeetingFrame in height. In width, 
they will be the same size as your MeetingFrame, or 
smaller, depending on your requirements.

Technical supplements
In order to get a complete function, you may need 
complementary products such as display, video bar 
and connection technology. If you do not have existing 
products, we will be happy to help you with advice.

The dark standard fabric is Kvadrat Basel 181 and the 
light standard fabric is Kvadrat Steelcut Trio 3 0205.

Black / Dark standard fabric 49162
White / Light standard fabric 49163
Black / Special fabric 49164
White / Special fabric 49165
Whiteboard module X-Line
Black / Dark standard fabric 49166
White / Light standard fabric 49167
Black / Special fabric 49168
White / Special fabric 49169

The MeetingFrame X-Line Custom Shop is available 
for almost all video bars and cameras on the market. 
We fix these into the fabric-covered board above the 
display. It is a location for video bars that is suitable 
in professional meeting rooms. Some PTZ cameras 
are not suitable for flush-mounting, but they can be 
placed on the MeetingFrame’s top plate or attached to 
the wall above.

Specify video bar model and display when ordering. 
Video bar and display are not included in the 
MeetingFrame Classic Custom Shop. 

Hatch in the front for controlled access.
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Combination with MeeingFrame X-Line Custom Shop with 75” 
display, Poly Studio Videobar and two whiteboard modules.

MeetingFrame X-Line Custom Shop with Whiteboard modules
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MeetingPanel Max

For smaller meeting rooms
Our popular classic MeetingPanel has now developed 
into the MeetingPanel Max. This means that it is now 
available in two models and can therefore also be 
used for displays that are 55” and larger.

We have prepared twelve variants with precisely 
adapted holes in the cloth-covered panel for two 
different video bars and in different colors / materials.

Everything is simply hung on the wall, connected to 
the power socket, and you have a ready-made meeting 
room.

The model for displays that are 55” and larger comes 
with a separate display bracket that hangs on an 
aluminum strip. MeetingPanel Max is hung on its own 
aluminum strip underneath. The cables between the 
display and the technology behind the MeetingPanel 
Max are simply dropped into the space in between 
and are not visible from the front.
On the model for displays smaller than 55”, the 
display is mounted on the built-in bracket on the 
MeetingPanel Max and everything is hung on one and 
the same strip. 

MeetingPanel Max

Depth: 115. Width and height according to the 
drawings below.

Technical supplements
In order to get a complete function, you may need 
complementary products such as display, video bar 
and connection technology. If you do not have existing 
products, we will be happy to help you with advice.

Black / Kvadrat Basel 181
for Poly Studio, display <55” 49740
for Poly Studio, display ≥55” 49741
for Logitech MeetUp, display <55” 49742
for Logitech MeetUp, display ≥55” 49743
without camera, display <55” 49744
without camera, display ≥55” 49745
White / Kvadrat Steelcut Trio 3 0205
for Poly Studio, display <55” 49746
for Poly Studio, display ≥55” 49747
for Logitech MeetUp, display <55” 49748
for Logitech MeetUp, display ≥55” 49749
without camera, display <55” 49750
without camera, display ≥55” 49751

for Logitech MeetUp, display ≥55”

750 750

595 639

1185

for Poly Studio, display <55” for Poly Studio, display ≥55”
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for Logitech MeetUp, display ≥55”

for Poly Studio, display <55” for Poly Studio, display <55”

MeetingPanel Max

The dark standard fabric is Kvadrat Basel 181 and the light standard fabric is Kvadrat Steelcut Trio 3 0205.
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Mobile and MeetingWall - The Swedish-made original for displays of all sizes.

The products Mobile and MeetingWall are both 
available in the Basic and X-Line models.

X-Line
The X-Line model has a Connecto shelf on the front 
in which there are sockets and storage space for 
connection cables, manuals, remote controls and other 
small things. You can also place a computer, MTR 
panel or camera on the Connecto shelf.

Basic
Mobile Basic and MeetingWall Basic are without 
Connect shelf and are designed for those who want 
to place a small computer, with wireless keyboard 
and mouse, inside the furniture or use the display’s 
wireless connection. As an accessory to the Basic 
models, there is a connection for HDMI (signal to 
display) and USB (signal from video bar) for those who 
still want to be able to connect their computer with 
cables.

Color and upholstery
In the standard product range, Mobile and 
MeetingWall are available with black or white 
aluminum profiles, leg arches and wheels, as well as 
with our dark and light standard fabrics from Kvadrat. 
There are also other covers and surfaces to choose 
from, which you can see next to each product on the 
pages ahead.

From our Custom Shop
Many of the products on the following pages come 
from our Custom Shop. This means that they are built 
to fit your technology and to your specifications.

In order to get a complete function, you may need 
complementary products such as display, video bar 
and connection technology. If you do not have existing 
products, we will be happy to help you with advice.
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The design options

Mobile X-Line Standard  
for Sony BZ40 55”

Mobile X-Line Standard 
for Sony BZ40 65”

Mobile X-Line Lounge 
for Sony BZ40 75”

Mobile X-Line Lounge 
for Sony BZ40 85”

Mobile X-Line Lounge 
for Sony BZ40 100”

Mobile X-Line Executive 
for Sony BZ40 65”

Mobile X-Line Executive 
for Sony BZ40 75”

There are three design options. It is the size of the 
display that determines which design options are 
available. Below we have some examples with Mobile 
X-Line to explain the principle. The examples are 
adapted to the Sony BZ40 display in a few different 
sizes, but of course we build your furniture to fit 
the displays you have chosen. In general, a Mobile is 

1940mm high and a MeetingWall is 1960mm high.
The connecto shelf is placed, as far as possible 
depending on the size of the display, on a Mobile 
X-Line at the standard height of 730mm from the 
floor.
On a MeetingWall X-Line, the corresponding standard 
height is 750mm from the floor.

The camera, or video bar, is placed, as far as possible 
depending on the size of the display, at a height of 
at least 900mm from the floor. If the camera comes 
below that height, the design option is called ”Lounge” 
because it fits best if you sit on sofas, armchairs or 
open spaces.

For display sizes larger than 75”, the video bar is 
placed in a separate board above the display.
This design option is called ”Executive” and it’s a 
safe bet in traditional meeting rooms where you sit 
upright.
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Mobile Basic Custom Shop

AV integrated on arrival
The Mobile Basic Custom shop is built by us so that 
it fits exactly with the display you have chosen. If the 
display is approximately 80mm or deeper, it will stick 
out the corresponding depth in the front. If you are 
careful that it is in level with the fabric-covered front, 
then you consider this when choosing a display.

On the back, it has the world’s best magnetic glass 
enamel whiteboard. Just below the writing board, 
we can mount a socket with an HDMI and a USB 
connection that is available as an accessory.
If you choose one of the variants with fabric, the 

lower panel on the back is also covered with the same 
fabric. If you choose a variant with an acoustic panel, 
the lower part of the back is equipped with a writing 
surface.

The depth of the entire product is only 630mm, so it 
hardly takes up any space in the room, and you don’t 
have to trip over any protruding details, which is an 
important aspect of accessibility.

Save time and money
Normally we need two weeks to manufacture your 

Mobile Basic Custom Shop

Height: 1940mm, Depth: 630mm. The total width of the 
product will be approximately 43 mm wider than the 
display you want to use.

Technical supplements
In order to get a complete function, you may need 
complementary products such as display, video bar 
and connection technology. If you do not have existing 
products, we will be happy to help you with advice.

The dark standard fabric is Kvadrat Basel 181 and the 
light standard fabric is Kvadrat Steelcut Trio 3 0205. 
Models with an acoustic panel front have a writing 
board on both the upper and lower section of the back.

Black / Dark standard fabric 49544
White / Light standard fabric 49545
Black / Acoustic panel Black Oak 49546
Black / Acoustic panel Light Oak 49547
Black / Special fabric 49548
White / Special fabric 49549
Accessories
HDMI and USB sockets 65792

Mobile Basic Custom Shop and deliver it to you. If you 
choose a fabric that is not part of the standard range, 
the time it takes to get the fabric delivered to us will 
be added.

When you compare this to the time it takes to specify, 
procure and implement a traditional meeting room 
remodeling, there is a clear advantage to installation-
free solutions like the Mobile Basic Custom Shop.

The same applies to the financial calculation. The 
price for the entire finished product is often less than 
what it costs to just let the craftsmen set up their 

equipment for a traditional meeting room.
Mobile X-Line Basic thus gives you time and money to 
spare. Time and money you can spend on other things.

If you want to be able to easily change the display, 
video bar or other technology yourself on the fly 
between work passes, we recommend FlexWall Mobile 
Presentation.
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Mobile X-Line Custom Shop

really large models, up to 85”, easily enters modern 
elevators with stretcher dimensions.

Your Mobile X-Line Custom Shop can therefore be at 
the board meeting at 08:00, the product launch at 
12:00 and the training at 15:00.
In between, it can stand beside the reception desk 
and welcome your visitors or be an open portal to a 
similar Mobile X-Line Custom Shop at the embassy 
in Washington, in the University’s auditorium, in a 
courtroom downtown or on the stage of the Royal 
Opera House.

Even more flexibility
Mobile X-Line, like most of the products in our 
installation-free range, is based on one of our unique 
patents that allows you to manufacture stronger 
furniture with lighter weight.

It has all the advantages and features of the more 
basic Mobile Basic Custom Shop model, but it is 
seasoned with additional finesse.

All technology is neatly hidden inside the furniture 
and in its Connecto shelf on the front beneath the 
display. In it, you can store cables, manuals, remote 

controls and other things. You will also find all the 
connections there.
If you choose a variant with fabric, the lower panel on 
the back is also covered with fabric. A variant with an 
acoustic panel, the lower part of the back is equipped 
with a writing surface.

The right thing in the right place
Because the Mobile X-Line Custom Shop is equipped 
with proper wheels, several people in the organization 
can easily share it wherever it is needed on the 
premises. It passes through all doorways and even the 

Mobile X-Line Custom Shop

Height: 1940mm, Depth: 630mm. The total width of the 
product will be approximately 43 mm wider than the 
display you want to use.

Technical supplements
In order to get a complete function, you may need 
complementary products such as display, video bar 
and connection technology. If you do not have existing 
products, we will be happy to help you with advice.

The dark standard fabric is Kvadrat Basel 181 and the 
light standard fabric is Kvadrat Steelcut Trio 3 0205. 
Models with an acoustic panel front have a writing 
board on both the upper and lower section of the back.

Black / Dark standard fabric 49504
White / Light standard fabric 49505
Black / Acoustic panel Black Oak 49506
Black / Acoustic panel Light Oak 49507
Black / Special fabric 49508
White / Special fabric 49509
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MeetingWall Basic Custom Shop

Always ready
The MeetingWall Basic Custom Shop is based on the 
same platform as the corresponding Mobile Basic 
Custom Shop, but instead of standing on wheels, and 
having a writing board on the back, the MeetingWall 
Basic Custom Shop is placed on the floor and secured 
directly to the wall.
The adjustable feet allow you to adjust it horizontally 
level above the skirting board so you don’t have to 
damage it.
MeetingWall Basic Custom Shop is preferable to the 
mobile variants when you want a fixed solution that 
you know will be in the same place every day.

MeetingWall Basic Custom Shop

Height: 1960mm, Depth: 124mm. The total width of the 
product will be approximately 43 mm wider than the 
display you want mounted in.

Technical supplements
In order to get a complete function, you may need 
complementary products such as display, video bar 
and connection technology. If you do not have existing 
products, we will be happy to help you with advice.

The dark standard fabric is Kvadrat Basel 181 and the 
light standard fabric is Kvadrat Steelcut Trio 3 0205.

Black / Dark standard fabric 49306
White / Light standard fabric 49607
Black / Acoustic panel Black oak 49308
Black / Acoustic panel Light oak 49309
Black / Special fabric 49310
White / Special fabric 49311

Extra safe and user-friendly
The more closed Basic design makes it suitable 
for more public premises as your visitors, users or 
students cannot easily access any connections, 
buttons or contacts.
This makes MeetingWall Basic Custom Shop perfectly 
suited for wireless connection technology.
Perhaps together with a set consisting of a wireless 
keyboard and mouse kept in the reception or, for 
guests with computers, a wireless HDMI connection 
kept in the same reception.
MeetingWall Basic Custom Shop can be combined 
with matching whiteboard modules that can be placed 

Whiteboard module

Height: 1960mm, Width: 1210mm, Depth: 124mm.

Black  49624
White 49627

next to it. Which kind of combination suits your 
particular business and way of working is of course 
up to you.
We think we’ve seen all the variants, but feel free to 
challenge us on that point.

MeetingWall Basic Custom Shop makes it possible 
for you to have a representative, secure, easy-to-
clean and ready-made meeting-training and crisis 
management room in place just a couple of weeks 
after you pick up the phone and call us.
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MeetingWall X-Line Custom Shop

Accessible and customizable
The same product as MeetingWall Basic but also 
equipped with a Connect shelf for those of you who 
want more accessibility. Under the lids on the shelf, 
there is room for connections, cables, mobile chargers, 
hubs and other accessories. On top of the shelf, there 
is room for, for example, PTZ cameras, computers and 
touch screens used for MTR’s (Microsoft Teams Room 
Systems).

In the illustration above, the MeetingWall X-Line is 
surrounded by two additional whiteboard modules 
to form a complete AV wall solution. Of course, the 

MeetingWall X-Line Custom Shop

Height: 1960mm, Depth: 440mm. The total width of the 
product will be approximately 43 mm wider than the 
display you want mounted in.

Technical supplements
In order to get a complete function, you may need 
complementary products such as display, video bar 
and connection technology. If you do not have existing 
products, we will be happy to help you with advice.

The dark standard fabric is Kvadrat Basel 181 and the 
light standard fabric is Kvadrat Steelcut Trio 3 0205.

Black / Dark standard fabric 49300
White / Light standard fabric 49601
Black / Acoustic panel Black Oak 49302
Black / Acoustic panel Light Oak 49303
Black / Special fabric 49304
White / Special fabric 49305

Whiteboard module

Height: 1960mm, Width: 1210mm, Depth: 124mm.

Black  49624
White 49627

whiteboard modules also fit perfectly together with 
a MeetingWall Basic Custom Shop, or completely by 
themselves. The design options (the placement of your 
Videobar) are the same as for the Mobile.

Specify which display you have, or want to have, and 
we will build your MeetingWall X-Line Custom Shop 
so that it fits your display exactly.
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Mobile Signage

A Location for Information
Mobile Signage allows you to display effective and 
smart slideshows, movies and advertisements in public 
spaces. The portrait-oriented format allows you to 
use the same image material that you often use in 
newspaper ads, posters, on the website, Instagram or 
Facebook.

Another common application is digital maps that help 
visitors find their way around your premises.
You can get your Mobile Signage with or without 
wheels. The back is equipped with a magnetic writing 
board for your analogue messages

Mobile Signage

Dimensions: H: 1940mm D: 706 with wheels, H: 1906, 
D: 900 with base palte. The total width of the product 
will be approximately 43 mm wider than the screen you 
want mounted in.

Technical supplements
In order to get a complete function, you may need 
complementary products such as display, video bar 
and connection technology. If you do not have existing 
products, we will be happy to help you with advice.

The dark standard fabric is Kvadrat Basel 181 and the 
light standard fabric is Kvadrat Steelcut Trio 3 0205.

Black / Dark fabric / Wheels 49517
Black / Dark fabric / Base plate 49518
White / Light fabric / Wheels 49517
White / Light fabric / Base plate 49518
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Custom Shop Hybridskrivtavla

All on the same wall
For those who want to keep the traditional 
whiteboard with all its advantages but at the same 
time have access to work the modern tools that are 
available today, the Custom Shop Hybrid Whiteboard 
with recessed display and video bar just might be the 
right choice.
The Hybrid Whiteboard can be equipped with any 
display and video bar. With displays in sizes up to 
60”, the whiteboard is 120 cm high, in sizes from 61” 
to 75”, the whiteboard is 150 cm high. You choose 
whether you want your video bar, or camera, above or 
below the display. Specify when ordering.

  

Custom Shop Hybridskrivtavla

Height: 1200/1500mm, Width: 3000mm, Depth: 
130mm

Technical supplements
In order to get a complete function, you may need 
complementary products such as display, video bar 
and connection technology. If you do not have existing 
products, we will be happy to help you with advice.

H:1200 (for 40”-60”) 49520
H:1500 (for 61”-75”) 49521
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FlexWall Conference

Economy and ergonomy 
FlexWall Conference was originally developed as a 
solution for crisis management rooms and allows you 
to have both whiteboards and a very large monitor 
right in front of you.

The advantage of FlexWall Conference is that the 
whiteboards can be pushed together so that the 
display is not visible, and pushed apart when the 
camera and display are to be used. The whiteboards 
are very easy to maneuver as they hang on our very 
finest DesignLine carrier strip with our ball-bearing 
super wheels.

FlexWall Conference

See measurements on the next page.
Technical supplements
In order to get a complete function, you may need 
complementary products such as display, video bar 
and connection technology. If you do not have existing 
products, we will be happy to help you with advice.

2x1000x1200 42869
2x1200x1500 42870
2x1500x1500 42874
Custom cutting service, per cut 41900

A smart, cost-effective and stylish solution for a very 
large display combined with a very large writing 
surface.
FlexWall Conference enables your communication 
equipment to be hung exactly where you want along 
all the walls of the room where you can easily visually 
reach it at any moment.

FlexWall Conference is available in three models with 
whiteboards 2x1000x1200mm, 2x1200x1500mm and 
2x1500x1500mm.
If you want the writing boards in your own size, there 
is an additional custom cutting service to order.

Add a cap allowance for each cut you need.
Hanging fittings for screen mount, detachment 
protection, wheels and wheel cassette as well as 
carrier strip are included.
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Plan for success
Here’s how to plan so you order your FlexWall 
Conference in the right size:
In the drawing above, you can place your 
measurements.
H is the height of the whiteboard panels. They are 
available in heights of 1200 or 1500mm but can be 
obtained in another height with the Custom cutting 
service. The active height, where you can place things 
on the wall, is that between the bottom of the AV 
strip and the top of the support feet. It is 150mm 
less than the height of the whiteboard panels. If you 
choose whiteboard panels that are 1200mm high, 

then a display and a video bar can fit on the wall 
behind as long as their combined height is less than 
1050mm.
B is the width of the whiteboard panels. They are 
available in widths of 1000, 1200 and 1500mm, but 
can be obtained in another width with the Custom 
cutting service.

In order for two whiteboards to hide a display 
completely, they will need to be wider together than 
the display. In order for the whiteboards to be pushed 
away so far that the entire display is visible (S), the 
wall (V) where everything is to be mounted needs 

to be at least as wide as the combined width of the 
display and whiteboards. The AV strip (L) can be 
220mm shorter than the total width of the wall or, 
110mm shorter than the length you want to limit the 
total stroke length to on either side.
The active depth (A), the measurement between 
the wall and the inside of the fittings that hold the 
whiteboard panels, is 130mm.
Between the wall and the inside of the whiteboard 
panels there is another 30mm.
This means that basically every modern display and 
video bar on the market can fit behind the boards. But 
if needed, the fittings are adjustable in depth up to 

182mm, active measurement.

Bottom line: Check the overall height and depth of 
what you want to hide behind the whiteboard panels. 
Choose whether you want 1200 or 1500mm high 
whiteboards or a custom cut. Remember that 150mm 
of the height is reserved for hardware.
Check the width of what you want to hide behind the 
whiteboard panels and choose whiteboard panels that 
are more than half that size.
Make sure there is enough space on the sides for the 
boards to fit when pushed apart and away from the 
display.
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We take no responsibility for possible printing errors or expired products.
We reserve the right to continuous product and design improvements.
Shades of color reproduced in print may differ slightly from the actual color. 
© Pendax AB 2023.
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